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LEGISLATIVE INDEX

Legislation that was the subject matter of a Recent Legislative Activity commentary are listed below by jurisdiction and by popular name or subject matter. The volume, issue, and page number on which the commentary begins, separated by colons, are listed after the legislative citation. The year of publication is listed in parenthesis.

STATE LEGISLATION

Arizona

State Tax Credits

Lienholder Title Applications

California

Auto Dealer Advertising

Environmental Advertising Claims

Heavy Metal Packaging Waste Act

Legal Practitioners

Delaware

Credit Card Identification

Florida

Dog And Cat Sales

Health Studio Contracts

Louisiana

False Advertising

Emergency Price Gouging

Minnesota

Battery Disposal

Garage Door Opening Systems

Montana

Ground Beef Labeling

Smoke Detection Devices

Arkansas

Reporting Agency Information

Child Support And Consumer Reporting Agencies

FEDERAL LEGISLATION


STATE LEGISLATION

Arizona

Reporting Agency Information

Arkansas

Child Support And Consumer Reporting Agencies
Loyola Consumer Law Reporter

New Hampshire
Merchant’s Check Acceptance

New York
Dishonored Check Charge
Travel Promoter Regulation

North Dakota
Returnable Annuity Policies and Certificates

Pennsylvania
Plain Language Consumer Contract Act

South Dakota
Child Support And Consumer Reporting Agencies

CASE INDEX

Cases which were the subject of a Recent Case commentary are listed alphabetically below. The volume, issue, and page number on which the commentary begins, separated by colons, are listed after the case citation.

Larini v. Biomass Industries, Inc., 918 F.2d 1045 (2d Cir. 1990); 3:3:100.

CONSUMER NEWS INDEX

News that was the subject matter of a Consumer News story are listed below by the title name in alphabetical order. The volume, issue, and page number on which the story begins, separated by colons, are listed after the title. The year of publication is listed in parenthesis.